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A short story on making
space for nature in your
garden.
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One day I looked at my garden
and realised that, while it was
very green, it was awfully quiet
There weren’t many flowers, and
no animals at all.

So I thought, what can I
do to make it more wild…?

I’ll cut a hedgehog hole in my fence!
Hedgehogs can travel up to 12 miles a
night, but they wouldn’t get very far
with a fence in the way.
Great! Now my green space is a hedgehog
highway. But...they probably won’t have
anything to eat or hide in when they get
here….

What next…?
Species in garden: ~35

I let some grass grow around the hedgehog
hole. This meant that they would have a lot
of shade and a place to hide. but then other
things started turning up!

Roesel’s bush
cricket

Bush cricket’s started
chirping in the long grass.
Meadow brown

Meadow brown butterflies
were attracted by the new
larval sites.
House sparrow

And a house sparrow must have
been drawn to the soft seeds,
aphids, and caterpillars.

Ladybird

All I did was step back and let a section of my green space
go without mowing. This meant that different grass species
started establishing along with curled dock, clover and the
odd thistle. The temperature is nice and regulated there so
in the winter I’m sure it'll be perfect for spiders and beetles.

Species in garden: ~60

Next I thought it would
be fun to make them a
safe place like a log
pile ...

Fungi started
sprouting from the
decaying logs...

And insects like this stag beetle
and wood boring wasps loved
the deadwood!

Stag beetle

Hedgehog

When night came, some more animals made an
appearance, including a hedgehog. It must have
been attracted by the shelter and insects
that had started to make the decaying wood
their home.
Field mouse

All this life from a pile of wood! It was really
simple to do. I left some woody cuttings from
trees and larger pieces of wood in a shady
corner of my green space. I made sure they
were connected to the ground and compact so
it stayed humid. I’ve done this on my balcony
too using a bucket filled with soil and wood
pieces.
I’m going to keep adding wood as it decays and
record what else turns up!

Species in garden: ~75

Pipistrelle bat

But I don’t want to stop there! A wildflower meadow would be a really
good addition. To start I planted a bunch of yellow rattle. This is a
brilliant plant that not only feeds rare moth species, but competes
with grasses. By taking up nutrients it gives other wild flowers a
chance to grow in the garden. I did this by November so the seeds had a
chance to germinate in 4 months.

Gatekeeper butterfly

Blue tit

There will be seeds in the ground already
waiting to grow, but it would be fun to try
some games to create more plant diversity!
Me and some friends first pretended to be
wild boar, digging up parts of the garden to
give the soil more oxygen and help sallow
establish. Then we randomly scattered seeds
round the garden by attaching them to a
frisbee!

In spring all the work we
did meant that wildflowers
bloomed in the gardens. This
attracted butterflies, bees
and birds, like blue tits,
that feed on insects. The
garden is now buzzing and
chirping with life.
Peacock butterfly

Species in garden: ~90

dormouse

honeybee

bumblebee

cinnabar moth

burnished brass moth

hedgehog

Blue tit

I can keep adding habitats and then just let nature
take its course. AND I can enjoy it all with my friends
from a homemade firepit!
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It really doesn’t matter how big your garden is or whether you have a garden
at all. We can all make space for nature on our road verges, windowsills,
parks, green spaces etc. Wherever there is space, just putting a little aside
for wildlife makes connections between food sources and shelter so animals
and plants can thrive.
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A wild garden

Now that you’ve seen
what a wild garden
can look like, why not
design your own?!
Make it as wild as you
want. I wonder what
will turn up?

What kind of animals would you like to live there? What kind of plants do
you want to grow there? What do you like about your wild garden?

